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1. Opening up to an era of Social Innovation 

 ICTs potential for innovating social services & protection systems 
 

2. Envisioning Digital Europe 2030  

 From eGovernment virtual reality to next generation Digital Governance 
 

3. Investing in the Future of Europe 

 The emergence of a new paradigm for impact investing: truth or dare? 
 

4. Governing the Digital Transformation of Society 

 Towards Mission-Oriented Social Innovation policy 

Outline 
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Strengthening the social dimension of the EU 
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IESI Research - Conceptual Framework 
ICT-Enabled Social Innovation 

 'A new configuration or 

combination of social practices 

providing new or better answers 

to social protection system 

challenges and needs of 

individuals throughout their lives, 

which emerges from the 

innovative use of Information and 

Communication Technologies 

(ICTs) to establish new 

relationships or strengthen 

collaborations among 

stakeholders and foster open 

processes of co-creation and/or 

re-allocation of public value'  
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ICT-Enabled Social Innovation – Evidence & Prospective 

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/iesi  
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'Clustering' ICT-enabled social innovations  
 64.4% of the social innovations 

address social inclusion as primary 

or additional target; 

 50.4% deal with human capital 

formation (education & training, 

employment and employability); 

 26% promote Active & Healthy 

Ageing (Independent living, 

integrated health and social care and 

prevention, health promotion and 

rehabilitation; 

 24.3% address Childcare and social 

care; 

 17% of the initiatives support social  

assistance and social housing 
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Note that the totals do not add up to 100 because each social innovation can address multiple PSSGIs  
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 14 in-depth Case Studies  

 Different Member States, welfare 

systems & PSSGI 

 Crucial role of ICTs in enabling 

integration and enhancing impact of 

services delivery  

 must go along with organizational 

re-engineering 

 Different Governance model 

characteristics have subsidiary role in 

SPS modernisation 

 A multi-stakeholders policy 

framework supporting reforms and 

their sustainability is key 

Modernising Social Protection Systems: the role of ICTs 
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Partnership & Network 

integration 

'Client' pathways,  

focus on outcomes  

& system integrity 

Consolidation of  

'one-stop/no-stop-shop'  

Digital service 

provision &  

cost-savings 

Enabling trends & drivers of success 

ICTs increases coordination 

of level of interventions to 

address 'wicked problems' 
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1 image better than 1000 words... 
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 ICTs enable integration across sectors and support public value 

creation, empowering users and improving quality of services 

 Evidence confirms the changing role of stakeholders involved in social 

services provision, with ICTs enhancing cross-sectoral collaboration 

 ICT-enabled social innovation allows using available public resources 

more efficiently involving stakeholders in effective service delivery 

 ICT based multi-partnerships can serve as an instrument to attract 

private investment in welfare services through new inter-sector 

governance models and open collaborative processes  

Key results 
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Policy implications 

 Active citizenship shall be considered a pre-requisite for calibrating welfare 

provision mechanisms for reforming social policies and services delivery 

 User-centric approaches shall be embedded in the design of social policies 

and services as part of their value proposition and effective implementation 

 Emerging business models & innovative financial instruments urge to 

explore how to combine ESIF & EFSI to unleash 'place-based innovation' 

 Strengthening coordination among and across Member States is needed to 

take full advantage of ICT-enabled social innovation and contribute to 

sustainable systemic reforms in the EU 
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«…l'innovation sociale constitue un élément essentiel 

pour l'avenir de l'Europe et auquel la Commission que j'ai 

l'honneur de présider attache la plus grande importance»  

https://ec.europa.eu/research/conferences/2017/era/index.cfm?pg=home  
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‘It is always wise 

to look ahead, but 

difficult to look further 

than you can see’. 

 
Winston Churchill 

A dejà-vu? Futuring eGovernment 
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 Digital race towards e-Services sophistication… 

 limited take up and low users´ satisfaction…   

 ´Mirroring effect´ 

 virtual reality not matched by real transformation…  

 

 

 

Digital 
Agenda for 
Europe 

 
 

 eGovernment 
Benchmark    

Framework 2012-2015 
Method paper 

July 2012  

 
 
 
FINAL REPORT  

A study prepared for the European Commission 
DG Communications Networks, Content & Technology 
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Unveiling the ‘eGov’ Paradox 

 
From first generation eGovernment… 
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 Better online access to digital goods and services  

 An environment where digital services can prosper  

 Digital networks and platforms as a driver for growth  

15 

…to Next Generation Digital Governance 
 

 

…’with and of’ ICTS… 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2010:0743:FIN:EN:PDF
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Open Gov is ‘the new normal’… 

… and the new normal is about behavioral 

and societal changes 
But we are still only half way through the 

open battle, for open government 

Paradigm shifts? 
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Open Gov is ‘the new normal’… 

… and the new normal is about behavioral 

and societal changes 
But we are still only half way through the 

open battle, for open government 

Paradigm shifts? 
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‘The future is already 

here. It is just unevenly 

distributed.’ 
 

William Gibson 

Back to the future… 
 

 

How the future digital society would look like? 
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Source: Misuraca et al., 2010 

Envisioning  

Digital Europe 2030 

Low Openness & Transparency: extreme 0 

High Openness & Transparency: extreme 1  

extreme 1 
Low Integration of Policy Intelligence 

extreme 0 

Privatised  

Governance 

High Integration of Policy Intelligence 

Leviathan  

Governance 

Open  

Governance Self-Service  

Governance 
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Enable the technological conditions & anticipate the alleged 

consequences of openness & mass-collaboration, innovating 

the public sector & its service delivery 

 

Lessons from the future 

Embrace ICTs and prepare to manage ‘change’ through 

executive leadership capacity development and 

institutional re-design 

Harnessing data-powered intelligence for evidence-based 

policy and better understanding the impact of ICTs on todays 

and tomorrow’s society… 
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Need to focus on the role 

of ICTs in support of 

the Policy-Cycle 

- not just government operations 

& public service delivery  

21 

Embedding change into 

the Policy-Making process 



22 Source: http://www.crossover-project.eu 

A set of methodologies and 

technological solutions 

aimed at enabling better, 

more timely and more 

participative governance 

& policy-making 

Unleashing ‘Policy Making 2.0’ 
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…despite a variety of models and ICT tools to support formulate and 

evaluate policy interventions… 

But, are we ready? 
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 Managing risks while unleashing innovation & build trust 

 Technical and regulatory governance issues (e.g. Security & Privacy) 

 The openness and mass collaboration alleged consequence 

 Governance ‘with and of ICTs’ 

 The corollary: more data and better processing to improve policy-making 

How to address Policy-Maker’s dilemmas? 
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Social innovation leveraging on innovative financial instruments 

can increase social impact and public value creation 

…but evidence is needed to bring social 

innovation & 'heterodox' financing tools into 

the heart of the policy-maker tool-box 

Truth or dare? 
The emergence of a new paradigm? 
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The need for investing in Social Infrastructures in the EU 

       Sector Current 

investment  

€billion p.a. 

Minimum Gap per 

sector  €billion p.a. 

Additional items  

€billion p.a. 

Investment Gap 

€billion p.a. 

Education & Lifelong Learning 

(0.43% of GDP) 

65 15   15 

Health & Long-Term Care 

(0.5% of GDP) 

75 20 €50 billion p.a. for 

long-term care* 

70 (20+50) 

Affordable housing 

(0.4% of GDP) 

28 7 €50 billion pa to 

address energy 

poverty 

57 

Totals 168  42 100 142 

*Unknown amount for disability and migrants  

Towards Upward Convergence among Member States 
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 Current investment: € 170 bn  per year = 20% lower than 2009 

 Additional need of € 150 bn per year thus Investment Gap of € 1.5 trillion for 

2018-2030 - or 3 times the amount of the ´Juncker plan´ 

Attracting Private Capital to fill the investment gap 

 Portfolio diversification, low correlation with other 

assets & low volatility of returns make investments in SI 

appealing to large long-term investors (LTIs) 

 Institutional investors with over € 100 tn of Assets 

under Management (AuM) at global level may 

significantly boost SI across the EU 

 Blending ESIF with EFSI improve the bankability of 

projects by reducing exposure to the risk of potential 

financiers, lowering the cost for public authorities and  

increasing affordability & social impact of interventions 
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Landscaping Social Impact Investment in the EU 

 In search for a strategy to unlock social innovation policy 

 A new narrative of change for welfare state reforms 

 Social impact investing: what is it and why it matters 

 

 Exploring the emerging social impact investing ecosystem 

 Assessing social impact investing market's maturity in the EU 

 The framework in action: snapshots on three Member States 

 

 The Portuguese social economy sector and its financing needs 

 The Portugal Social Innovation Programme  

 Results, challenges & lessons for the future 

 

 Overview of the Italian SII ecosystem 

 The rising interest and the landscape of SII in Italy 

 The Italian experience as a prospective scenario of use 

 

 Aligning interest and institutional design for SII 

 Challenges for building the SII industry in the EU 

 Policy recommendations & future research directions 
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29 

 Investments made into companies, organisations, and funds with the 

intention to generate a measurable, beneficial social or environmental 

impact alongside a financial return 

What is Social Impact Investment? 
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30 

 The maximalist narrative: fixing capitalism – shared value approach – the 

entrepreneurial state 

 The minimalist narrative: managing experimentation costs – fast track policy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 In between 

rethinking the 

social market 

economy & policy 

experimentation 

In search for a strategy to unlock social innovation policy 
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 New markets, new practices, new institutions 

 Dealing with pressing social problems 

 Between utopistic vision and pragmatism 

 New Financial products and innovative investment instruments 

 Crucial role played by intermediaries in creating a new market 

 The need for an ´ecosystem approach´ 

Helicopter view of a rising industry 
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 Defining features of a SIB: 

 Project financing & partnership-model  

 Spread and social issue coverage 

36 
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The emergence of Social Impact Bonds (SIB) 
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Assessing ´maturity´ of SII ´Markets´ in the EU 
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Scores (from 1 to 3) were attributed to each Member State, according to their market’s 

development stage in each of the three criteria: 1 point for being at a low level; 2 points for being 

at a medium level; 3 points for being at a high level. The three criteria had the same weight in the 

final scores. The points were then summed up and EU Member States were divided into three 

segments, according to their final scores. These three categories would represent different Social 

Impact Investment market’s development stages: Incipient, Infant and Performing markets. 

Table 6 - Market’s segmentation according to final scores 

Source: Own elaboration. 

As shown in Table 6, according to the framework developed, the classification of an infant market 

is given to a local market whose final score is up to 4 points; an infant market is a local market 

whose final score ranges from 5 to 7 pints, while a performing local market refers to a market that 

has a final score ranging from 8 to 9 points (which is the maximum score in this scale). 

 

2.2.3. Segmenting the EU Member States markets by maturity stage 

Table 7 presents the maturity level of the Social Impact Investment market for each of the EU 

Member States, providing both the individual criteria scores for each element and the final score. 

Table 7 - Social Impact Investment market maturity scores 

 
NAME MARKET INFRAS DEMAND SIDE SUPPLY SIDE FINAL SCORE 

1 Austria 1 1 2 4 

2 Belgium 1 2 3 6 

3 Bulgaria 2 1 1 4 

4 Croatia 3 2 1 6 

5 Cyprus 1 1 1 3 

6 Czech Republic 1 1 1 3 

7 Denmark 1 1 1 3 

8 Estonia 1 1 1 3 

9 Finland 1 3 2 6 

10 France 3 3 3 9 

11 Germany 3 3 3 9 

12 Greece 1 2 1 4 

13 Hungary 1 1 1 3 

14 Ireland 2 3 2 7 

15 Italy 3 2 3 8 

16 Latvia 2 1 1 4 

17 Lithuania 2 2 1 5 

18 Luxembourg 3 1 2 6 

19 Malta 2 2 1 5 

20 Netherlands 1 2 1 4 

21 Poland 2 2 1 5 

Segment Name Range (min) Range (max) Color 

Segment 3 Performing market 8 points 9 points 
 

Segment 2 Infant market 5 points 7 points 
 

Segment 1 Incipient market 3 points 4 points 
 

PASI Giulio (JRC-SEVILL…, 23/3/y 17:25

Commenta [5]: Check whether we want 

to upgrade Finland 
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Figure 8 - Outputs of EU MS’ Social Impact Investment market segmentation 

Source: own elaboration. 

Some more detailed considerations that emerge from the analysis and the resulting segmentation 

of the Social Impact Investment markets in the EU are the following: 

· There is no obvious geographical, cultural or ideological trend in the development stage of 

Social Impact Investment markets; 

· Infant markets include EU Member States from Western, Eastern and Central Europe; 

· Most of the EU MS are still grasping the field – 13 MS are classified as being at an early stage; 

· 36% of EU Member States markets are taking off the ground, being at their infancy stage; 

· France, Germany, Italy, Portugal and United Kingdom are at the fore front of the Social 

Impact investment market development, being considered performing markets.  

· Within each category, there are wide differences between countries.  

· The United Kingdom, France and Germany are the most mature markets among the EU MS. 

Segment 1 - Incipient markets 

Table 8 - Characterization of Segment 1: Incipient markets 

LEVEL MARKET INFRA. DEMAND SIDE SUPPLY SIDE 

Low 10 11 11 

Medium 3 2 2 

High 0 0 0 

Total 13 13 13 

Source: Own elaboration. 

# Segments Nr of MS % of MS 

1 Performing market 5 18% 

2 Infant market 10 36% 

3 Incipient market 13 46% 

 Total 28 100% 

 

PASI Giulio (JRC-SEVILL…, 21/3/y 11:07

Commenta [6]: Put it in a more 

discursive way 

Source: Maduro, M., Pasi, G., Misuraca , G, 2018 forthcoming 
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Social Innovation Portugal   
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35 A policy framework initiative 
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72 

 

Table 16 - A 'Philanthropication thru Privatization' comparison across countries 

Country 
Foundations Assets 

Number % Amount (US$ Millions) % 

Austria 33 6.1% $4,882.9 3.6% 

Belgium 1 0.2% $408.2 0.3% 

Brazil 3 0.6% $2,542.8 1.9% 

Canada 1 0.2% $53.0 0.0% 

Czech Republic 73 13.5% $206.7 0.2% 

Germany 29 5.4% $15,672.1 11.6% 

Hungary 1 0.2% N/A N/A 

Italy 103 19.1% $72,021.9 53.4% 

Netherlands 1 0.2% $497.8 0.4% 
New Zealand 36 6.7% $7,073.7 5.2% 

Norway 4 0.7% $6,227.7 4.6% 

Poland 4 0.7% $511.3 0.4% 

Slovakia 2 0.4% $24.7 0.0% 

Sweden 35 6.5% $1,478.8 1.1% 

United Kingdom 9 1.7% $3,170.7 2.4% 

United States 199 36.9% $19,988.5 14.8% 

Other 5 0.9% N/A N/A 

Total 539 100% $134,760.8 100% 

Source: Adapted from Salamon, 2014. 

Therefore, it comes with no surprise banking foundations have played and play since 

their birth a crucial role in the Italian social economy, especially on its financial side. As 

social finance providers, banking foundations acted in line with their mission, as foreseen 

by law. Their activities – just to mention a few – span from Art, Cultural activities and 

Heritage, to Social Assistance, as well as from Voluntary activities, Philanthropy and 

Charity, to Education, Learning and Training, not to say Research and Development or 

Public health. In their capacity as benefactors, every year Italian Foundations grant about 

a billion euro and the recipients of the grants provided by these Foundations are always 

those who have non-lucrative objectives and are always working towards the public 

interest, i.e. private non-profit organisations or public institutions. 

 

4.1.2 Third Sector's relationship with finance: the starving cycle of non-

profits 

As it might be clear according to the information above reported, the history of Italian 

social finance it is not a story of few years and recent times, rather it is rooted in a long 

lasting tradition of financial credit services, philanthropy, and – as it will be explained in 

the very next lines – public procurement of social services. Although many more cultural 

factors have a real explanatory power, numbers behind this Italian social finance's story 

partly explain the reason why the Italian Third Sector, or social economy, is one of the 

biggest in EU (…ref…). 

Against such a rich landscape of experiences, it is however difficult to avoid a question, 

here presented and to which the next passages of this prospective exercise aim to 

contribute to: why has the pre-existence of such a developed social finance not 

translated into a prompt and full emergence of a social impact investment market? The 

answer to such a question is in part related to how the relationship between capitals in 

support of the third sector and all the various actors related to it has been structured. 

Above all, it is a matter of understanding what effects the already existing social finance 

has had in terms of behaviour and morphology of Third Sector organisations. 

In order to understand the reasons why the pre-existence of a relevant social finance 

experience in Italy did not translate in a quick emersion of a Social Impact Investment 

market, it is needed to shift the focus from the quantity of available resources to their 

quality: this means looking at the relationships the non-profit sector established with the 

world of financial services, the use the Third Sector made of the received resources, and 

The Italian SII ecosystem as a prospective scenario of use 
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37 Insights from analysis of the Italian ecosystem 

 ´No demand no party´: risk of starvation & polarisation 

 Investment Readiness & Capacity building 

 Critical mass & investment literacy 

 Evaluation, standard & metrics 

 Intangible infrastructures matter: ´orchestrating´ role of the public sector 

 The Italian way ?  

 Synergy between traditional & innovative sectors 

 Water infrastructure, waste management and 

other public utilities 

 Public interest infrastructure, urban 

regeneration and real estate 
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38 Recommendations 

1. Policy: Aligning interests & redesigning institutional frameworks 

 Converging market returns with social goals 

 Developing new forms of providingcommon & social goods 

 Introducing a outcomes-oriented approach to policy 
 

2. Research: making conceptual clarity & embracing complexity in evaluation 

 Moving beyond a silos-approach through multi-disciplinary analyses  

 Providing evidence of impacts through social impact assessment 

 Supporting effective multi-stakeholder strategy-building in policy-design  
 

3 Funding: Strengthening coordination between ESIF & EFSI 

 EFSI support to projects that benefits from ESIF grant 

 EFSI support to projects that benefits from a ESIF financial instrument 

 EFSI and ESIF establish a financial instrument at the wholesale or retail level 
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Investing in the Future of Europe 
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Digital Europe Programme and 

Connecting Europe Facility – 

Digital 
International Thermonuclear 

Experimental Reactor (ITER)  

Euratom Research  

and Training Programme  

Innovation Window  

InvestEU Fund  

Horizon Europe  
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InvestEU: 

how & what 
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Horizon Europe 
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Focus on public sector innovation 

Key role of 

the Digital 

Innovation 

Hubs - DIH 
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ICTs change the way public & private institutions  

organize production, management & delivery 

 This generates tensions with institutional frameworks 

& social systems which impact profoundly governance 

structures & mechanisms 

The ´Data Deluge´ and ´next generation computational modelling & 

analytics´ offer huge opportunities for innovating business models & 

democratic participation 

 But they also raises concerns about new emerging forms 

of bioprospecting´; posing new ethical & physical risks to 

collective & individual behaviours 

How to govern the Digital 

transformation of society? 
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How will the next generation computing 

affect governance and society? 

“We’re only at the very, very beginning of this next generation 

of computing; sooner or later every industry will be 

transformed… ” 

Kim Stevenson, CIO, Intel 

“We are living in a society increasingly dependent on machines, 

yet decreasingly capable of making or even 

using them effectively” 

Douglas Rushkoff, Professor of Media Theory and Digital Economics UNY 
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Digital Transformation 

of Humanity? 
The uptake and integration of digital 

technologies in every aspect of human 

life is bringing profound changes in the 

economy and society, modifying the very 

essence of the digital-human interaction 
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Time travel into the long-term future 

"Beam me up, Scotty" 
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What would the future of welfare 

systems in the EU looks like..  

…let's say in 2038? 
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An ordinary Monday in 2038… 

Big Data Analytics Employment Marketplace  

 Data-analytics to improve the matching of unemployed with job-training services 

and employment opportunities 

 Exploiting 'real-time' data on geo-location, personal skills, prior experience and 

features of job training services and formal/informal job requirements/selection 

criteria 

 Users can rate the 'matching'  so that the algorithm can generate better and more 

accurate proposals according to behavioural profiles of both demand and supply  

 Savings in the public spending by reducing unemployment benefits and increasing 

efficiency of the labour market 

 Risks associated to data protection, privacy and job-polarisation increase 
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An ordinary Monday in 2038… 

Policy Intelligence for ’Sharing Welfare' 

 Digital Social coin to mobilise underused/not well allocated resources for welfare services 

through dynamic simulation modelling systems based on socio-economic behaviours  

 eWallets managed through online platforms ensuring mobile access and data-shared 

systems, responsive to the needs of personalised welfare services  

 Empowerment of beneficiaries and incentive for pro-social action through full transparency of 

funding mechanisms and the creation of tax-credit mechanisms 

 Increase in the accountability of social services providers and quality of services  

 Risks of widening the gap in terms of social inequality unless proper governance and 

regulatory mechanisms are set up 
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An ordinary Monday in 2038… 

Care 3.0: Robotics for personalised integrated care 

 Widespread diffusion of 'Social Robots' as companions of elderly people in needs of care 

 Enables independent living and safety, reassuring families and enhancing 'toghetherness' through embedment of 

social networking and mobile devices    

 Reduction of costs for hospitalisation and burden for caregivers support to elderly  

 Improved work-life balance for informal carers and families, as well as enhanced self-esteem and cognitive capacities 

due to interaction with Artificial Intelligence 

 Risks of misunderstanding in the human-machine interaction and possible contribution to social isolation or even 

encouragement of violence, as well as data-theft or misuse   
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• Societal challenges ahead: 

 Digital Transformation 

 Demographic change 

 Migratory flows 

 New family structures 

 Changing labour markets 

 

• And an overarching one: 

Crisis of institutional legitimacy, 

also due to globalisation & systemic 

interconnectedness 

The need to reform and modernise the 

welfare state goes beyond a mere 

public resources discourse, rather it is 

rooted in the foundational dimension of 

democratic institutions 

A new narrative of change for welfare reforms 
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Key dimensions of impact 

• Between stability and change: solidarity, 

cohesion and collaborative societies as a value 

Solidarity refers to the normative expectations of mutual 

support among the members of large anonymous groups  

(Hemerijck & Genshel, 2018)  
 

• Openness in welfare production: between competition, 

cooperation and engagement 

    • Welfare diamond provides a metaphor for the mixed 

sources of well-being we all experience (Ferrera, 2013)  

• Each corner of the diamond is a potential source of 

welfare and provides instruments for risk sharing 
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Scenario Design Framework 

Outputs – Outcomes – Impact 
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Low 

Solidarity 

Organisational Value: STABILITY 

Consumption of: OUTPUTS 

Feature of policy: LINEAR 

Policy goal: PROTECTION 

High 

Solidarity 

Organisational Value: CHANGE 

Consumption of: OUTCOMES 

Feature of policy: NON-LINEAR 

Policy goal: COHESION 

High Engagement 

Many SOURCES of PRODUCTION 

High institutional OPENNESS 

Approach: GOVERNANCE 

Feature of policy: NON-LINEAR 

Few SOURCES of PRODUCTION 

Low institutional OPENESS 

Approach: GOVERNMENTAL 

Feature of policy: LINEAR 

Low Engagement 
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Low 

Solidarity 

Low 

Engagement 

High 

Engagement 

High 

Solidarity 

Last Century  

As-You-Know-It 

Welfare System 

Proust-Godot 

Locked-In 

Welfare System 

Supermarket  

Do-It Yourself  

Welfare System 

Collaborative 

Nested-Multi-Layer 

Welfare System 
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Adaptive & experimental governance 

for different scaling processes 

 Enhanced multi-level governance 

mechanisms to distribute political & 

financial risks of experimentation 

 Broadening the scaling approach for 

institutionalisation: beyond scaling up, 

including scale-out and scale-deep 

Finance as a driver and a leverage for 

building a ´collaborative nested-multi-

layer welfare society´ 

 Organise & exploit ´supply´ of private 

capital to finance social infrastructures  

 Structure ´demand´ for finance to support 

policy experimentation via social innovation 

to redesign welfare systems & create a 

more resilient society 

Shaping the Welfare Society 2.0 
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Towards Mission Oriented  

Social Innovation Policy 

…the emergence of a new paradigm that favours the 

transition towards a more socially sustainable growth 

pattern tackling -at the same time- social inclusion & 

inequality of income and wealth; which would require 

the need to define a new social contract to unleash 

the potential of innovative financial instruments based 

on social impact investing (Misuraca et al, 2017). 
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"We are still in the early phase of the transformation 

where digitalisation, robots, artificial intelligence, the IoT, 

3D printing will revolutionise how we produce, work, 

move and consume". 

Embracing the digital revolution 

"Virtually all sectors will be changed, such as: 

transport, energy, agri-food, 

telecommunication, distribution,  financial 

services, factory production, health care, … " 
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AI Declaration (10.4.2018) & COM "Maximising the benefits 

for Artificial Intelligence in Europe" (25.4.2018) 

Building the Data Economy (COM2017) & 

Digital Innovation Hubs (DIH) 

eGovernment COM (09/2018) & Ministerial 

Conference (26.09.2018) 

Making the future now! 

Political Commitment 
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• Conceptual Framework rooted on  

 ICT-enabled Public Sector Innovation 

• State of Play of Digital Transformation 

• Setting up the EU AI Observatory to assess 

impacts of AI/ML on governance & society 

• JRC Centres of Advanced Studies 

on Digital Transformation & Humanity 

Making the future now! 

JRC contribution 
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gianluca.misuraca@ec.europa.eu 
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